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Open Data Movement has grown

Study conducted by Ministry of Communications and Information
Singapore’s Data Sharing Landscape

Insights to Open Data

Message Framing

Data Security

Study conducted by Ministry of Communications and Information
Unlocking Government Data

Inter-Agency Collaboration & Procedural Changes
Mandate Data Sharing & Standards
Organize Demand Generation Activities

Open Data beyond the Government
- Authoritative data
- Statistical data
- Historical data
- Research data
- Survey data

- Transactional data
- Customer data
- Financial data
- Sectoral data
- Media data
- Social Media data

- Confidentiality
- Interoperability
- Privacy
- Control

Facilitator & Steward
In Summary

1. Prove the real benefits for data to be open
2. Government data is only the "tip of an iceberg"
3. Government’s role as Facilitator and Steward
Thank You
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